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24 This clock measures time by letting sand flow from a higher glass container
down into a lower one. What is it called?

Hour glass / Sand glass

25 This transparent tape has glue on one side so you use it to fix a torn paper or
attach one piece of paper to another. What do you call this stationery item?

Cellotape

22 I am an animal with white and black stripes, and I belong to the horse family. Who
am I?

Zebra

23 Cards have four symbols—diamond, spade, club, and one other shape. What is
the other shape?

Heart

20 Sometimes, you fall asleep while you are sitting. What do you call this? to Doze off

21 On the night before Christmas, an old man comes down the chimney and gives
you and other children presents. Who is he?

Santa Claus

18 I am an animal that lives in the sea, has a soft body with 10 legs, and squirts ink
at my enemies. Who am I?

Squid

19 You loop string over your fingers and wrists to make various figures. What do you
call this game?

Cat's cradle

16 When you knit, you use this thick thread made of sheep's fur. What is it? Wool

17 When you write letters or draw a picture and want to erase them, you rub this
rubber tool on the paper. What is it?

Eraser

14 You can get your dirty clothes washed at this shop. What is it? Dry cleaner’s

15 When you play baseball, you wear this thick, leather cover on your hand. What is
it called?

Baseball glove

12 When you want to cool down, you circulate air by waving around this paper-
covered tool with a bamboo frame. What is it?

Fan

13 This white, fluffy thing made of tiny water droplets floats in the sky. What is it? Cloud

10 When you come home, you clean/rinse your mouth and throat with water. What
are you doing?

Gargling

11
On an excursion and/or picnic, you carry water or tea in this container. What is it
called? Vacuum bottle / Thermos

8 He is your brother and was born after you. What do you call him? Younger brother

9 Someone deliberately does or says things that hurt your feelings. What do you
call this behavior?

Being mean

6 This animal hops and skips, has long ears, red eyes, and a short, round tail.
What is it?

Rabbit

7 What trumpet-shaped summer flower opens early in the morning and closes
around noon?

Morning glory

4 This machine tells you the time with its long and short hands. What is it called? Clock

5 When you are asleep and make sounds when you breathe, what do you call that? Snoring

2 When you want to express happy or friendly feelings, you take someone's hand
in yours. What do you call this act?

Hand-holding

3 I am an insect with hair all over my body. I am a child who grows into a butterfly
or moth. Who am I?

Caterpillar

1 If you pump air into this, it will take the shape of a donut and you can use it in a
pool. What is it?

Float
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